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1. Research Topic and Literature Review

1.1. Research Questions and Hypotheses

The thesis focuses on the positive and negative relations between Roma and non-Roma Hungarian students. Educational integration of Roma pupils is a widely researched topic in Hungary (Berényi, Berkovits, and Erőss 2008; Havas and Liskó 2005; Kertesi and Kézdi 2011; Kertesi and Kézdi 2009), but less is known about the relational integration of classmates of different ethnic background. This study aims to fill this gap and investigates the extent and quality of positive and negative relationships between Roma, constituting the largest ethnic minority group in Hungary, and non-Roma Hungarian students. To better understand the nature of ethnic classification, we also concentrate on the determinants of ethnic classification among secondary school students. Moreover, we examine both ethnic self-identification and peers’ perceptions of classmates’ ethnicity in our empirical analyses.

Our research questions and hypotheses are the following:

RQ1: What are the determinant factors of ethnic classification?

Hypothesis 1: Students who live under better socio-economic circumstances are less likely to be classified as Roma by their peers than students living under worse socio-economic conditions.

Hypothesis 2: Students having more Roma friends in the class are more likely to be classified as Roma by their peers than students having fewer Roma friends in the class.

Hypothesis 3: Students who are perceived by peers and teachers as having better academic abilities and achievement are less likely to be classified as Roma by their classmates than students perceived as having lower academic abilities and achievement.

RQ2: Are there any similarities between the characteristics of inter- and intra-ethnic positive relations?

Hypothesis 1: Interethnic friendship nominations are less often reciprocated than intra-ethnic ones.

Hypothesis 2: Interethnic friendship nominations are less frequently characterized by a co-occurring trust nomination than intra-ethnic ones.
Hypothesis 3: Nominated interethnic friends are less often perceived helpful than intra-ethnic ones.

Hypothesis 4: Interethnic friendship nominations are less frequently characterized by a co-occurring jointly spent spare time nomination than intra-ethnic ones.

RQ3: Is bullying more common between same-ethnic students or between students of different ethnic background?

Hypothesis 1: Bullying occurs more likely between than within ethnic groups.

Hypothesis 2: Minority students are more likely to be bullied by majority peers than majority students by minority peers.

1.2. Literature Review and Previous Research Findings

1.2.1. Positive and Negative Interethnic Relations

Interethnic relations are important to study because positive relations may facilitate the formation of more positive attitudes towards other ethnic groups (Allport 1954; Pettigrew and Tropp 2006). This can decrease intergroup tensions and thus contribute to the social cohesion of the society (Kertesi and Kézdi 2009; Stark 2011). Negative interethnic relations, however, may further increase the level of ethnic prejudice (Pettigrew 2008; Stark, Flache, and Veenstra 2013).

Already the Coleman report (1966) pointed out that school integration can have advantageous effects on minority students’ social integration. Ethnic or racial mixing of students may facilitate the formation of more positive attitudes towards ethnic outgroups as well as interethnic relationships between students. Thus, it can increase the accessible social capital of minority students, decrease interethnic tensions among groups, and strengthen the social cohesion of the given society (Kertesi and Kézdi 2009; Stark 2011).

School integration as an opportunity for contact, however, does not automatically lead to relational integration among students. Intra-ethnic friendships are usually more common in school classes than interethnic ones even if students have the possibility to make friendships with members of other ethnic groups (Baerveldt et al. 2004; Hallinan and Williams 1989; Kao and Joyner 2004; Moody 2001; Mouw and Entwisle 2006; Quillian and Campbell 2003). Moreover, empirical evidence does not always support the reasoning that integrated school settings contribute to the reduction of negative intergroup attitudes and to the formation of
interethnic social relationships (Stark 2011). In some cases, researchers even found the opposite effect (Csákó 2011; Moody 2001; Vervoort, Scholte, and Scheepers 2011).

Therefore, it is especially important to examine whether formal integration of students, measured as the ethnic heterogeneity of classes, contributes to substantive integration of pupils, measured as the quantity and quality of positive interethnic relations (Moody 2001). Furthermore, the investigation of negative relations between ethnic groups is also of particular interest, since formal integration of students can lead to the formation of negative interethnic relations and interethnic bullying, which may further increase the level of ethnic prejudice (Pettigrew 2008; Stark, Flache, and Veenstra 2013). Negative interethnic relations may undermine the positive effects of desegregation on social integration and social cohesion, if cross-ethnic negative relations and bullying among pupils of different ethnic background are more prevalent than positive ones.

Although negative relations play a significant role in explaining performance, motivations, well-being, and perceptions of intergroup conflict (Labianca and Brass 2006; Labianca, Brass, and Gray 1998), social network researchers have mostly concentrated on the positive aspects of social networks. The investigation of negative relations, however, is particularly important in school contexts, where disliking relations and aggressive behaviour can lead to isolation, exclusion, low academic achievement, and psychological maladjustment (Card 2010; Faris and Felmlee 2014; McKenney et al. 2006; Veenstra et al. 2010). Though networks of negative relations are usually sparser than that of positive ones (Berger and Dijkstra 2013; Boda and Néray 2015; Huitsing et al. 2014; Huitsing et al. 2012; Rambaran et al. 2015), Card (2010) found in a meta-analytic review of earlier studies that approximately one third of children and adolescents have antipathetic peer relationships.

In Europe, most researchers investigating social relations of students have focused on relations between members of immigrant groups and the majority society (Baerveldt et al. 2004; Feddes, Noack, and Rutland 2009; Leszczensky 2013; Leszczensky and Pink 2015; Smith, Maas, and van Tubergen 2014; Tolsma et al. 2013; Vervoort, Scholte, and Scheepers 2011; Vervoort, Scholte, and Overbeek 2010). The Roma, one of the largest ethnic groups of Europe, have received less attention, though Roma people have been an integral part of many European countries for centuries. This thesis aims to fill this gap and investigates the extent and quality of positive and negative relationships between Roma, the largest ethnic minority group in Hungary, and non-Roma Hungarian students.
In contemporary sociology, ethnic and racial categories are mostly regarded as social constructs (American Sociological Association 2003; Barth 1969; Brubaker 2009). It implies that in different countries and communities, different opinions exist on where ethnic and racial boundaries lie, and who belongs to the certain categories. Not only different societies, but groups or people within the same society might also lack consensus about ethnic and racial categorization (M. Harris 1970; Telles and Paschel 2014). Moreover, ethnic and racial self-identification of individuals might change in different contexts and over time (Eschbach and Gómez 1998; D. R. Harris and Sim 2002; Hitlin, Brown, and Elder Jr. 2006; Ladányi and Szelényi 2006; Saperstein and Penner 2012; Simonovits and Kézdi 2014; Telles and Paschel 2014).

Whereas social theories have widely recognized and emphasized that ethnicity and race are social constructs, empirical studies still usually treat these concepts as fixed characteristics of individuals. Saperstein et al. (2013) warn that except some subfields, empirical sociology has not yet incorporated the constructivist approach into the standard practice of research. They suggest that researchers should be more reflexive and critical when using ethnic and racial categories in their analyses, and explicitly address the question how the selected way of operationalization affects the results they find.

It has been shown in several studies that research findings depend on the way of ethnic and racial classification included in the analysis (Csepeli and Simon 2004; Ladányi and Szelényi 2006; Saperstein and Penner 2012; Telles and Lim 1998). The research question may determine which way of measurement of ethnicity and race is most useful in the given situation (Kertesi 1998; Saperstein 2006; Wilkinson 2010). Classification by others, on one hand, might be more appropriate when the aim is to examine inequalities and discrimination in a social context, where members of majority society sharply differentiate themselves from minority groups (Havas, Kemény, and Kertesi 1998; Kertesi 1998; Penner and Saperstein 2008; Saperstein 2006; Telles 2002; Telles and Lim 1998). Ethnic self-identification, on the other hand, might be used in studies focusing on attitudes and motivations (Saperstein 2006).

In this dissertation, we aim to contribute to the understanding of the construction of ethnicity by examining the determinant factors of ethnic classification. Moreover, we explicitly address the question how different ways of ethnic classification affect our findings in quantitative empirical research. We study interethnic relations by analysing different social networks of Hungarian Roma and non-Roma adolescents, and investigate how the inclusion
of self-declared ethnic identification of students and peers’ perceptions of classmates’ ethnicity alter our results.

2. Methodology

2.1. Research Design and Data Collection

The research was conducted under the project ‘Wired into Each Other: Network Dynamics of Adolescents in the Light of Status Competition, School Performance, Exclusion and Integration’ funded by the Hungarian Scientific Research Fund (OTKA K/81336). Data collection of the four-wave longitudinal panel study took place between the autumn of 2010 and the spring of 2013 (N=1425, mean age = 15.1 years in T1). Data were collected by the MTA TK ‘Lendület’ Research Center for Educational and Network Studies (RECENS).

The sampling procedure followed the tradition of other network studies. Instead of having a large representative sample of the Hungarian secondary school students or classes, our main aim was to collect data on every student of the selected classes in order to get information on complete networks of the classrooms. To get a heterogeneous sample we selected 44 classes of 7 secondary schools including vocational, technical, and grammar schools. The schools were located in the capital city, in a large town, and in two middle-sized towns (with a population of 10 000-15 000 people) in Hungary. Due to our main research questions, schools with a high proportion of Roma students were overrepresented in the sample.

For the analyses presented in the thesis, subsamples of classrooms were selected. As the dissertation focuses on interethnic relations, the subsamples contain classrooms attended by at least 3 (10%) self-declared Roma students. Because of the high dropout-rate of the Roma students, we restricted our analysis to the first two waves. The first wave of the research was organized a few weeks after students had started their secondary education. Until this time students had limited opportunity to get to know each other. The second wave followed six months later. During this time pupils had chance to get to know their classmates better, and engage in various social relations with them.

We have also taken into account the response rate in the classrooms. In social network analysis, it is advised to concentrate on classes with less than 20% of missing data in the relevant network items (Huisman 2009). In chapters where individual nominations are analysed (Chapter 4 and 5), therefore, classrooms with less than 20% of missing data have
been selected. Where students are the units of analysis and aggregated measures are used (Chapter 3), classrooms with less than 30% of missing data have been selected.

2.2. Analytical Strategy

For the three different empirical analyses, different quantitative methods were used.

2.2.1. The Determinants of Ethnic Classification (RQ1)

In this chapter, the determinants of ethnic classification were analysed. The percentage of classmates who classified a given student as Roma was used as the dependent variable. The hypotheses were tested applying fractional regression analysis (Papke and Wooldridge 1996; E. A. Ramalho, Ramalho, and Murteira 2011) with robust cluster variance estimator, which reports standard errors that adjust for clustering of students within classrooms. Regression models were estimated with the R package ‘frm’ (J. J. S. Ramalho 2015).

First, cross-sectional analyses were conducted, based on the first- and second-wave data separately. These analyses show the partial associations between ethnic classification and the independent variables at the beginning of secondary education and half a year later. Parameters estimated based on the first-wave data might represent the associations between social status, social ties, and perceptions of the students’ academic achievement and abilities, on the one hand, and ethnic classifications, on the other hand, based on the first impressions of the students a few weeks after getting to know each other. Second-wave models show whether or not these associations differ half a year later, when the students learnt much more about each other.

Second, a longitudinal analysis was conducted. To better understand changes in ethnic classification over time, the second-wave values of the Roma classification score were explained by taking into account the first-wave values of the independent variables, also controlling for the first-wave values of Roma classification.

2.2.2. The Quality of Inter- and Intra-ethnic Friendships (RQ2)

To answer the second research question nominations among students were analysed. First, descriptive statistics of the networks were calculated. Second, the number of all types of interethnic (from Roma towards non-Roma; from non-Roma towards Roma) and intra-ethnic (from Roma towards Roma; from non-Roma towards non-Roma) directed friendship nominations were summed, separately for all classes. Then, in each class and each group, the
proportion of reciprocated friendship nominations was calculated. We also calculated the number of cases when the friendship nomination co-occurred with 1.) an outgoing trust, 2.) an outgoing perceived helpfulness, and 3.) an outgoing jointly spent spare time nomination, respectively, and we calculated the proportions of these ties among the friendship nominations separately in the classrooms. At the end, we calculated the same indicators for the whole subsample as well, and tested the hypotheses using chi-squared test. We took into account receivers’ ethnic self-identification first, then, we repeated the same analysis using peer perceptions of receivers’ ethnicity.

2.2.3. Bullying and Victimization among Majority and Minority Students (RQ3)

Dyadic peer nominations on bullying and victimization were analysed using exponential random graph models (Lusher, Koskinen, and Robbins 2013; Robins et al. 2007) that provide statistical models for social networks. ERGMs explicitly model the dependence among ties by conditioning the likelihood of the presence of a tie on the presence or absence of other ties in the network (Lusher, Koskinen, and Robbins 2013).

To estimate our ERG models, we used the MPNet program¹ (Wang et al. 2014). The estimation procedure was similar as described by Huitsing et al. (2012). We aimed to find a relatively low number of configurations that represent the structure of bullying networks in all of our classes. We estimated ERG models with the configurations for each classes separately. Then, we meta-analysed the parameters and the standard errors of the separate models based on the procedure described by Snijders and Baerveldt (2003). We tested whether the values of the parameters significantly differed from 0, indicating general tendencies in the networks. We took into account receivers’ ethnic self-identification first, then, we repeated the same analysis using peer perceptions of receivers’ ethnicity.

3. Results

3.1. The Determinants of Ethnic Classification (RQ1)

In this study we examined which factors influence the way students’ ethnicity is classified by their classmates. The analysis was conducted on data from 23 classes (N=629). Based on previous research on Roma classification, we expected that students who live under better

¹ The program is available at [www.sna.unimelb.edu.au/PNet](http://www.sna.unimelb.edu.au/PNet).
socio-economic circumstances are less likely to be classified as Roma by their peers than students living under worse socio-economic conditions. We hypothesized that students having more Roma friends in the class are more likely to be classified as Roma than students having fewer Roma friends. We also expected that students who are perceived by peers and teachers as having better academic abilities and achievement are less likely to be classified as Roma by their classmates than students who are perceived as having lower academic abilities and achievement. To test our hypotheses we used cross-sectional and dynamic fractional regression models.

We found both in the cross-sectional and dynamic models that self-declared Roma students are more likely to be classified as Roma by a higher proportion of their peers than self-declared non-Roma students. Consistently with previous studies (Ladányi and Szelényi 2006; Saperstein and Penner 2012), however, we found some variation in the Roma classification scores of students. In some cases, moreover, perceptions of students’ ethnicity and ethnic self-identification changed between the two waves. The findings show that analyses focusing on interethnic relations should distinguish between the effects of ethnic identification and classification, and take into account the fluid nature of both of them.

In line with our first hypothesis and previous studies (Csepeli and Simon 2004; Ladányi and Szelényi 2006), we found that students with poorer socio-economic background are more likely to be classified as Roma by a higher proportion of classmates than students living under better conditions. Furthermore, students having more outgoing friendship nominations towards Roma classmates are more likely to be classified as Roma by a higher proportion of peers than students having fewer Roma friends. These associations were shown both in the cross-sectional and the dynamic models. These findings suggest that characteristics of students’ social and economic environment are strongly associated with ethnic classification.

In the cross-sectional models based on the fist-wave data, we did not find any statistically significant effects of the variables measuring students’ and teachers’ perceptions of academic abilities and achievement. The reason for this might be that first-wave data capture ethnic classification based on students’ first impressions of their classmates. A few weeks after getting to know each other students might be more likely to classify others based on social status and social relations, because academic abilities and achievement might have not yet been revealed. In the second wave, students perceived by peers and teachers as clever and smart were classified as Roma by a lower proportion of peers.
In the dynamic models we also found that students perceived by classmates and teachers as clever and smart were less likely to be classified as Roma over time, than students being not perceived as clever and smart. Having been honoured, moreover, had a negative effect on the change in Roma classification. The effect of having good grades, however, pointed in the opposite direction we expected, although the coefficient was significant only in Model 8, and not robust, using other statistical models. Moreover, the cross-sectional bivariate relationship between being perceived as having good grades and being perceived as Roma in T1 is negative. It is possible, that students’ initial perceptions about their Roma classmates’ grades represented by the negative bivariate relationship between these variables measured in T1 changed into the positive direction over time, and the negative correlation coefficient in T2 became smaller or even disappeared. But we could not examine this assumption because data on the variable measuring peer perception of having good grades were not available in the second wave. It is also possible that there is a negative bivariate relationship between the score on peer perception of having good grades and the change in the Roma classification score, but controlling for other variables in the regression models, the associations are positive.

This finding is particularly interesting because having good grades might better represent academic achievement and aspirations than being clever and smart. Cleverness might manifest itself in other areas of life as well, whereas having good grades is more closely related to proper adaptation to schools’ requirements. We calculated the correlation between the scores on being perceived as having good grades and being perceived as clever and smart, on the one hand, and the mean grade students received at the end of their first school-year (two month after the second wave), on the other hand, for a subsample of 252 students (for those with data on grades). Being perceived as having good grades was indeed slightly more strongly associated with better grades (r=0.510, p<0.01 in T1) than being perceived as smart (r=0.472 and 0.478 in T1 and T2, respectively, p<0.01). Thus, perceptions of having good grades were slightly more strongly related to later academic achievement measured by grades than perceptions of being smart. The literature on oppositional culture and the acting white phenomenon suggests that perceptions of having good grades, as a better proxy for academic achievement, should have larger effect on Roma classification than being perceived as clever and smart after controlling for both variables. Our results, however, show the opposite tendency.
Furthermore, students who were reported by teachers to help others in achieving better academic progress had higher scores on Roma classification over time than students not being reported, although cross-sectional bivariate analyses between these variables showed significant negative associations, and the comparison of the bivariate correlations in T1 and T2 suggested the opposite tendency. These results suggest that the positive relationship between being perceived by teacher as helping others and being perceived by classmates as Roma is only present when we control for other factors in the regression model that are probably associated with both variables. In sum, our results are only partially consistent with the third hypothesis; the cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses suggest that the effects of peers’ and teachers’ perceptions of academic abilities and achievement on Roma classification are not unambiguously negative.

3.2. The Quality of Inter- and Intra-ethnic Friendships (RQ2)

In this study we compared the quality of inter- and intra-ethnic friendships, and examined whether results are different including self-declared ethnic identification of students than including peer perceptions of classmates’ ethnicity. Based on previous studies we expected that interethnic friendship nominations are less likely to be reciprocated, and to be characterized by co-occurring trust and jointly spent spare time nominations than intra-ethnic ones. We also assumed that nominated interethnic friends are less likely to be perceived helpful than intra-ethnic ones. Moreover, based on the argument of Windzio and Bicer (2013) we examined whether closer relations are more likely to be segregated along ethnic lines than friendship networks.

First, we did a descriptive analysis of data from 13 classes of a Hungarian panel study conducted among Roma and non-Roma secondary school students. We investigated whether there is ethnic segregation in the friendship, trust, and perceived helpfulness relations, and shared activities analysing network matrices of the classes. Second, we examined and tested whether inter- and intra-ethnic friendship nominations differ from each other with regard to the proportion of reciprocated ties, and co-occurring trust, perceived helpfulness, and jointly spent spare time nominations.

Our main finding is that in line with our expectations, interethnic friendship nominations are indeed less often characterized by co-occurring outgoing trust, perceived helpfulness, or jointly spent spare time nominations than intra-ethnic ones. This association holds if we include self-declared ethnicity as well as peer perceptions of ethnicity in the
analysis. In the case of Roma students as senders of nominations, however, the difference between outgoing inter- and intra-ethnic nominations regarding these indicators is larger if we include peer perceptions of receivers’ ethnicity compared to receivers’ ethnic self-identification. In the case of outgoing nominations of non-Roma students, the difference is smaller if we include ethnic peer perceptions.

Analysing self-declared ethnicity of both senders’ and receivers’, we also found that interethnic friendship nominations are less often reciprocated than intra-ethnic ones. In the case of peer perceptions of receivers’ ethnicity, however, outgoing nominations of non-Roma students are slightly more often reciprocated by classmates perceived as Roma than by classmates perceived as non-Roma. In other words, friendship nominations where Roma students are the receiver of the ties are more often mutual, than ties sent to non-Roma students, independently of the ethnicity of the sender of the nomination.

This phenomenon can be explained by different mechanisms. First, it is possible that friendship nominations sent by non-Roma students towards students they perceive as Roma are slightly more often reciprocated by the receivers than nominations sent towards peers perceived as non-Roma. Second, it is also possible that non-Roma students tend to slightly more often reciprocate friendship nominations they receive from classmates they perceive as Roma, than those they receive from classmates they perceive as non-Roma. Third, it is also possible that the high mutuality between non-Roma and perceived Roma peers is a by-product of other endogenous network formation processes. Future studies should examine tie formations between Roma and non-Roma students longitudinally to test which one of these mechanisms causes the observed patterns of reciprocity in friendship nominations.

These findings support the expectations that peer perceptions of ethnicity may add valuable insights to the analysis of interethnic relations (Boda and Néray 2015; Saperstein 2006). In this study we explicitly addressed the questions how the selected way of operationalization affects the results and found that the inclusion of peer perceptions of classmates’ ethnicity considerably alter the findings compared to including self-declared ethnic identification of students.

Another important finding is that students in the sample tended to nominate very few classmates with whom they do different activities together outside the school (such as doing sport, having private classes, studying, spending spare time, or going home together). Several researchers pointed out that extracurricular activities can provide important mixing opportunities for students of different ethnic background (Crain 1981; Holland and Andre
Friendship integration might thus increase if schools could provide more extracurricular activities and attract more students to participate in these programs.

3.3. Bullying and Victimization among Majority and Minority Students (RQ3)

In this study, we examined whether bullying occurs more frequently between students of different ethnic background than between same-ethnic students. The analysis was conducted on data from 12 classes (N=347). We highlighted the difference between different types of measurements of ethnicity and examined whether self-declared ethnicity or perceptions about others’ ethnic belonging matters more when bullies select their victims. We analysed dyadic peer nominations applying exponential random graph models to control for the structural characteristics of the networks. We also controlled for gender and socio-economic status of students. Bullying relations were analysed from the perspectives of both the bullies and victims to get a more accurate view about bullying in classrooms.

We found that while self-declared ethnicity of the students did not have a significant effect on the likelihood of bullying, perceptions about the classmates’ ethnicity showed a relationship with bullying relations. Our results suggest that students perceived as Roma are significantly more likely to be nominated both as victims and bullies than students perceived as non-Roma. More specifically, non-Roma students are more likely to report that they bully peers they perceive as Roma and that they are bullied by peers they perceive as Roma, than to bully peers and being bullied by peers they perceive as non-Roma. Roma students are also more likely to report that they are bullied by classmates they perceive as Roma, than by classmates they perceive as non-Roma. From the perspective of the bullies, however, Roma–non-Roma nominations are not significantly more likely, than Roma–Roma nominations. However, it is important to emphasize that while it is more likely that non-Roma students report to bully and being bullied by students they perceive as Roma than by classmates they perceive as non-Roma, self-declared Roma students do not report to bully and being harassed by non-Roma peers more likely, than non-Roma students do.

We also found that Roma students are likely to report that they bully peers they perceive as Roma, but who do not identify themselves as Roma. This findings is in line with Boda and Néray’s (2015) results who found that Roma students tended to exclude those classmates whom they perceived as Roma, but who, at the same time, identified themselves with the Hungarian group. These findings suggest that not only interethnic relations are
relevant to study but minority students’ relations towards peers with inconsistent ethnic classification is also an important issue for future research.

The most important novelty of our study is that we included peer perception of ethnicity in our models. We argued that ethnicity is a social construct; therefore, there can be differences in the ways people classify themselves and are classified by others in different social contexts and over time. We claimed that perception of others’ ethnicity is an important factor explaining social relations. Our findings suggest that future studies should indeed focus more on ethnic perceptions when examining positive or negative social ties.

Another interesting finding of our research is that students were more likely to report that they bully others, than to report being bullied by others. Previous studies comparing self-reports on bullying and victimization mostly found the opposite tendency: students were more likely to report being victimized (Faris and Felmlee 2014; Salmivalli et al. 1996; Tolsma et al. 2013; Veenstra et al. 2007). A possible reason for this difference can be the different formulation of the questions measuring the prevalence of bullying and victimization. Students’ tendency to report more victimization, however, seems to be consistent across studies using different definitions of bullying. Another possible explanation might be that there are cultural differences in the inclination of admitting bullying behaviour. To test this assumptions further research is needed in Hungarian schools. In line with our findings, however, another study conducted in 186 Hungarian primary and secondary school classes also showed that students were more likely to report being aggressive towards other students than to report being victims of others’ aggressive behaviour (Hajdú and Sáska 2009).

3.4. Main Scientific Contributions of the Study

Our study extends previous research in several major ways.

1. To our knowledge, the ‘Wired into Each Other’ is the first study in which dyadic ethnic perceptions were measured, asking every student’s opinion about the ethnic belonging of every classmate, at different points in time. This way of measurement not only allowed us to examine ethnic classification processes, but also to use data on ethnic perceptions in social network analysis.

2. The thesis extends our knowledge of ethnic classification processes by showing that students are more likely to be classified as members of the minority group if they choose minority friends. Moreover, the empirical findings provide a new understanding of the
relationship between ethnic perceptions and perceptions of academic achievement. Our results suggest that students’ perceptions of their peers’ academic abilities and achievement might affect the way they perceive these peers’ ethnicity.

3. We analysed a wide variety of social network items to examine interethnic relations among Roma and non-Roma Hungarian students. To extend previous knowledge on attitudes and relations among the Roma and non-Roma, we studied friendship networks, trust relations, shared activities, and negative relations of secondary school students. We confirmed previous findings that friendship relations are ethnically segregated, and contributed additional evidence that suggests that interethnic friendships are less frequently reported to be characterized by trust, helpfulness, or joint activities than intra-ethnic ones.

4. Only few studies used statistical models that are appropriate for analysing dyadic peer nominations to investigate whether bullying occurs more often between or within ethnic groups (Hooijsma 2015; Tolsma et al. 2013). To our knowledge, this is the first study, which analysed data on complete social networks, and controlled for endogenous network processes applying exponential random graph models to investigate interethnic bullying among Roma and non-Roma Hungarian students.

5. The findings of this study add to a growing body of literature on the empirical analysis of the effects of different classification systems (Boda and Néray 2015; Penner and Saperstein 2015; Telles and Lim 1998). Since we not only included the ethnic self-identification of students in the analysis, but also examined ethnic perceptions of classmates, we showed that including different ways of classification provides different estimates for the effect of ethnicity in empirical analyses.
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